
FREE PHONE: 0800-0987

PRICE LIST FOR VEHICLE TRANSPORTATION AND ROAD
ASSISTANCE

EXCHANGE: 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

VEHICLE TRANSPORT PRICE LIST: Net price (kuna) Net price (EUR)

Fiat rate (loading, unloading and transport up to 20 km) 380,00 50,43

Price per kilometer (from 20 km onwards) 10,00 1,33

Vehicle return (50% of the transport price) +50% +50%

Supplement for night work on weekends (Friday from 20h to
Monday 8h) and holidays

+30% +30%

Waiting / hour 60,00 7,96

Storage of vehicles up to 6m long or 4m wide - per day 30,00 3,98

Storage of vehicles over 6m long or 4m wide - per day 60,00 7,96

Supplement to vehicles from 2000 kg to 2500 kg gross
weight

+25% +25%

Supplement for vehicles from 2500 kg to 3500 kg +50% +50%

Tows trailers up to 750 kg +25% +25%

Towing trailers over 750 kg +50% +50%

Pulling vehicles out of underground garages 400,00 53,09

Difficult loading of vehicles from the road (2 rollers) 200,00 26,54

Crane operation (once up to 30 minutes) 600,00 79,63

Vehicle transport service 3.5-5 tons or height over 3m 600,00 79,63

Use of hydraulic systems for vehicles over 3m high 600,00 79,63



FREE PHONE: 0800-0987

ROAD AID PRICE LIST: Net price (kuna) Net price (EUR)

Flat-rate outing of mechanics (up to 20 km) 280,00 37,16

FLAT RATE - wheel replacement on the vehicle (up to 30
minutes of work and up to 20 km)

280,00 37,16

Dispensing and disposal of incorrectly refueled fuel 500,00 66,36

Flat opening of a locked vehicle (up to 60 minutes of
operation
and up to 40 km) classically

300,00 39,82

FLAT RATE opening of a locked vehicle (up to 60 minutes of
operation and up to 40 km) el. blockade 500,00 66,36

FLAT RATE - training of a non-functional internal lock (at
steering wheel) to start the vehicle (up to 30 minutes of

operation and up to 20 km) 280,00 37,16

FLAT RATE – replacement of the dipped beam bulb (in night
driving conditions or reduced visibility conditions) - (up to 30
minutes of operation and up to 20 km)

280,00 37,16

Mechanic work on the road (up to 30 minutes) 100,00 13,27

Flat-rate outing of mechanics (up to 20 km) 7,50 1,00

25% VAT is charged on the listed prices
The costs of tolls, tolls, ferries, etc. are calculated at actual prices and charged by the service
user.
Auto Bossi doo reserves the right to change the price list and business conditions.


